


Why is learning to spell at home so important? 
 

Being a good speller relies a lot on being able to build long lasting memories that can be retrieved easily 

by the brain. This involves quite a long process! 
 

First the memory must be created. Your child’s brain send signals in a particular pattern associated with 

the word they are looking at and begins to create connections between neurons, called synapses. This will 

begin to happen in school when the spelling is taught. If they don’t do anything further, that connection 

disappears and the memory disappears with it. Consolidation is the process of committing it to the long-

term memory so we can recall it later. The more your child practises each spelling, the stronger the 

connections in the brain become. This requires lots and lots of practise of each spelling! Then your 

child needs to be able to recall the memory. Each time they remember how to spell a word, the brain uses 

the connections they have build, making them even stronger. 
 

Whilst lots of work is done in the classroom to provide an early, solid groundwork in spelling, the 

importance of parental help at home at this stage cannot be over-stressed. Unfortunately there just 

isn’t enough time in school to repeat the amount of practise that is needed make these long lasting 

connections and commit all the words children need to be able to spell into their long term memory.  
 

Children need to have regular, short bursts of spelling practise to achieve this. Daily consolidation, just 

for 5 minutes is far more effective than trying to learn them in one go, once a week. This will just create 

week connections that quickly fade. 



Spelling in Year One 
 

Year 1 is a foundation year for spelling, with the children in Penguins and Puffins being taught important 
spelling patterns and exception words as well as how split digraphs work. In Year 1, our children do lots of 
phonics work to help them with their spelling. This phonics work will consist of looking at how different 
sounds are spelled in different words. 
 
At the beginning of the year, the children go over all the phonemes (sounds) they learned in Reception. 
Following this, they will learn both digraphs (sounds made by two letters, such as 'ee' or 'ir') and 
trigraphs (sounds made by three letters, such as 'igh' and 'tch’).  
 
They will look at how the same sounds can be made by different groups of letters, for example: 
• oy and oi (as in 'toy' and 'coin') 
• ai and ay (as in 'rain' and 'say') 
• ir, er and ur (as in 'dirt', 'fern' and 'turn') 
• ow and ou (as in 'cow' and 'round') 
• ow and oe (as in 'flow' and 'toe') 
• ue and ew (as in 'glue' and 'flew') 
• ie and igh (as in 'pie' and 'sigh') 
• or, ore and aw (as in 'for', 'more' and 'raw') 
• air and are (as in 'fair' and 'dare') 

 

They will also look at how the same groups of letters can make different sounds, for example: 
• ea in 'bead' and 'bread' 
• oo in 'food' and 'wood' 
• ear in 'bear' and 'fear' 



Year One Spelling Patterns 
As well as their phonics learning, Year 1 children will learn spellings of words that have particular patterns, 

for example: 
 

• Words ending ff, ck, zz, ll, ss such as 'fluff', 'luck', 'buzz', 'fill' and 'kiss' 

• Words ending nk such as 'bunk' and 'sink' 

• Words with two syllables, such as 'ticket' and 'kitchen' 

• Words ending ve such as 'have' and 'live' 

• Adding -es to the end of plurals and verbs, for example: 'hutch' becomes 'hutches' and 'stitch' 

becomes 'stitches' 

• Adding -ing, -ed and -er to words, such as: 'jump' which changes to 'jumping', 'jumped' and 'jumper' 

• Adding 'er' and 'est' to adjectives to make the comparative and superlative form, such as 'kind' which 

changes to 'kinder' and 'kindest' 

• Words ending y, such as 'happy' and 'funny' 

• Words containing ph or wh, such as 'telephone' and 'which' 

• Adding the prefix un- to change the meaning of a word, for example: 'fit' to 'unfit' 

• Compound words, which are words made up of two short words, such as 'football' and 'playground' 

Year One Common Exception Words 
Children will also be taught what are now referred to as ‘common exception words’ (sometimes 

called tricky words or red words). These are words commonly found in the English language, but 

they do not follow the phonic rules that have been taught so far. Examples of these in Year 1 are: 

'were', 'once', 'school', 'house’, ‘their’, ‘was’. 



How spelling is taught in Year One 
 

Spelling is predominantly taught in discrete phonics and literacy sessions, although there are 

opportunities throughout the curriculum to reinforce spelling rules and patterns. During an average week, 

the children in Penguins and Puffins will have 4 discrete 30 minute phonics sessions and 5 hours of 

literacy. In addition to this, as we have a topic based approach to our curriculum, opportunities for 

speaking and listening, reading and writing and provided in every other session outside of phonics and 

literacy. 

 

Year 1 is a crucial year for spelling, when all the vital phonics ground work 
is laid down ready for future years. To support you, we send home 6 spellings 
each week to be practised for homework. In addition to this, there are a number 

of activities you can do at home which are proven to help build strong 
connections, when repeated regularly. These activities can be found in this 

booklet. 

 
The key to learning to spell: repetition, repetition, 

repetition! 



Spelling in Year Two 
 

In Lifeboats and Coastguards, the children take a more in-depth look at the phonic rules and spelling 

patterns found in different words. For example, they may look at one particular sound and then see how 

the same sound is represented in different words. 
 

Can you see which sound the following four words have in common? 

 

 

 

 

 

In these four words, the same sound is made by a different group of letters: 'dge', 'g', 'ge' and 'j'.  

To make this clear to children, our Year Two teaching team may give them various words to look at and 

ask them to underline the recurring sound. They may be given ten or more words and asked to group them 

according to their spelling patterns (so 'hedge' would be grouped with 'badge', 'gem' with 'giant', 

'village' with 'charge' and 'join' with 'jet'). 

 

On the next page you can find a sample of spellings taught in Y2, but you can find all of the spelling rules 

in the National Curriculum (available online). 
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
cage badge smudge Egypt job juice pace cycle gnat able when war 
sage bridge wedge energy jog adjust space bicycle gnaw apple that ward 
wage edge gel gymnast joy jukebox since cyclist knee ankle because warm 
huge fridge gem jab join jungle silence cyclone knock bottle while warn 

collage fudge gent jam joke injury circus icy know castle however want 
carriage hedge giant jaw banjo ace city juicy knight dazzle also squad 
plunge judge magic jail major face exercise lacy wrap middle besides squash 
stage lodge tragic jacket jug ice icicle spicy write poodle despite quality 
village porridge imagine jaguar junk slice pencil fancy written table after quarrel 
voyage ridge giraffe pyjamas jump voice scissors mercy wrong wobble although quartet 
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
bagel oval evil cry carries married happiest skiing hoping baked bravest beginning 
camel loyal pupil dry copies replied heaviest taxiing joking closed cutest dropping 
cruel medal until fly cries tried laziest having sliding smiled largest humming 
hazel regal Brazil try flies studied dying making diving typed latest sitting 
jewel total fossil reply marries hurried tying using naming used widest stopping 
label arrival gerbil July replies carrier lying loving hiding braver shiny sobbing 
panel factual lentil babies tries copier buying changing taking cuter spiky travelling 
tinsel general gerbil families carried happier enjoying cycling shaking larger oily planned 
travel normal nostril hobbies copied angrier crying hiking freezing later icy rubbed 
vowel virtual stencil lorries cried busier copying scoring lazing wider being slipped 
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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
stopped runny brother work fitness earthquake harmful plentiful I'll can't blew see 
knitted sunny other world illness eyeball hurtful penniless you'll didn't blue sea 

travelled boxer mother worth sadness popcorn joyful happily he'll hasn't quite door 
labelled mixed chimney usual sickness blackberry painful badly she'll haven't quiet floor 
bigger mixing donkey vision witness basketball tearful sadly we'll mustn't here mind 
thinner fixed key treasure happiness butterfly careless shyly they'll one hear behind 
fatter fixing kidney fiction basement toothbrush lifeless softly it's won their old 
runner all trolley motion enjoyment snowflake unless slowly wouldn't to they're beautiful 

happiest walk turkey option pavement fireplace useless warmly couldn't too there last 
saddest talk valley potion merriment rainbow wireless wisely shouldn't two everybody path 

Year Two Spellings 
 

Here are a selection of words that follow the spellings rules taught in Year Two based on the 2014 NC 
Word list and Spelling Appendix for Year 2. The weeks are a guide, and will not necessarily be strictly 
adhered to as our teaching is based on individualised learning.  



5 Tips from Real Parents! 5 Tips from Real Parents! 

“I find the  
best way to learn new  

words is to write them over 
and over again. To make it 
more interesting for my 

daughter, we don’t just use 
pencil and paper – she also 

practises with bath crayons 
on the wall tiles, a mini 

whiteboard and pavement 
chalks in the garden.” 

“Word puzzles 
 help my children with  

their spellings. I often make 
word searches or crosswords 
using their weekly words, and 

we play Hangman  
with them, too.” 

“I write  
my son’s words  
on sticky notes  

and put them in places 
where I know he’ll see 
them often, such as in 
his lunch box and on 

walls around the house. 
He can then glance at 
them in passing, which 

helps them sink  
in.” 

“I say my children’s  
spelling words in chunks  

to help them learn them. For 
example, carpet is ‘car-pet’ rather 

than ‘car-pit’ and kitchen is 
 ‘kit-chen.’ It has become a family 

joke: they call it 
 Mam language!” 

“We use magnetic fridge letters  
to help Eve learn her spellings. At the 

 start of the week, I pick out the letters for 
her and put them in the right order, then as 
she gets more familiar with the words I get 

her to find the letters herself.” 



Role Switch 
Children love to play teacher, so turn the tables on 
the spelling-test preparation by playing pupil and 

getting them to quiz you. Make sure you 
 ‘accidentally’ get a key part of the word wrong 

sometimes (but be warned, they will be  
far more brutal than their teacher when 

 telling you where you’ve gone wrong!). 

Type It 
Put pencil and paper to one side and turn 

the computer on. Make sure the spellcheck 
is on and ask your child to type each of 

their spelling words. Explain that if they 
see a red wiggly line the spelling is 

 wrong; they need to keep 
 changing the word until they get it  

correct and there’s no line. 

Before your child starts to learn their spellings, encourage 
them to correctly pronounce each word. Children must know 
how to properly pronounce a word before they attempt to 

spell it. If their pronunciation is not correct, they will 
indeed spell it as they would pronounce it in their own way. 

Also, it is important to ensure they know what the word 
means before they try to spell it. We will, of course, teach 
this, but that connect made in the brain when we teach it 

will be weak and can quickly fade! 

Trace Words 
This activity helps many children. Have your child sit 
next to you. Sit so that you can guide their writing 
hand. Make sure that only their index and middle 
fingers are extended, and their their eyes are 
closed. Take their hand and print (or write) the 

words that they struggle with. This allows the brain 
to develop an association between the movement of 

the hand with the word, increasing memory. 

Write Letters 
Corresponding with a friend or relative- or a 

simple statement at the bottom of a letter or 
card you write to someone your child knows 

offers them the opportunity to spell in a 
meaningful way. They will see that spelling is an 
important part of life and recognise the value 

of it. 

Finger paints are messy, but ever so helpful!  
Use a cover and a large table. Have your child roll up 
their sleeves and wear an old t-shirt or apron. Let 

them use both hands to write letters and words. It is 
such a fun activity and it allows them to get the feel 
of letters and how they link together to make a word. 
This is another way to help the brain develop neural 

pathways- making it easier to store and retrieve 
memory. 



Speed Grouping 
One of the keys to successful spelling learning  

is to group the list into words that have similar spelling 
patterns. For example, your child might be learning ‘er’ words; 
some will be spelled ‘ir’ (e.g. shirt), some ‘ur’ (as in burn) and 

some ‘er’ (so louder). Write all the  
words on post-it notes and time your child as they sort them 

into the different groups of spelling  
patterns at speed. 

Experience Stories 
Let your child write about the things they like. 
They could illustrate the stones or cut pictures 

from magazines to illustrate them. Let them 
write the words without assistance unless they 
ask for help. Misspelled words can then be used 

in little games you play with your child. A 
three-line “story” may be all that they can 

handle at times. If so, that’s ok. Encouraging 
them to write, whilst keeping it fun,  

is the most  
important 

 part. 

An old trick that really works  
is to write each of the words they are 

learning to spell, and then ask your child to 
draw with a black crayon/pen around each 

word. They can then lightly colour the shape 
of the word. This is known as ‘studying the 
configuration’ (or shape). Just make sure 
your child uses straight, not curved lines 

when they outline the word. 

Word Search Fun 
There are loads to choose from on the internet, 

but if you fancy preparing a custom one for a 
specific list of words they’re easy to make by 

drawing a grid (or using squared paper), entering 
the words your child is learning and then adding in 

other letters all around. Finding the words 
 in word searches helps children to focus  

on how each word is made up. 

Develop Auditory and Vocal Skills 
Good spellers are usually good readers and good speakers, and vice versa. Using a local library, as well 
as the books sent home with your child, helps them to develop some of these skills. Whilst TV gives 

your child opportunities to hear spoken word, they cannot talk back to a TV set. Children need to use 
the language they will be writing. Give your child the opportunity to talk with you regularly. Nothing 

can replace the development children make from these vital interactions.  


